
I See Naked People, Get Dressed!!

Example: Cousin’s high school graduation.

Has the thought of streaking ever crossed your mind?
Can’t say it has crossed mine, but did you know that
each day thousands of Christians choose to go naked in
public and don’t even think anything about it. It’s true!!!

For the sake of all other people around,

It’s time for the streaking to stop!!

Read Colossians 3:12-17

What kind of things did Paul want the church to clothe themselves with?

COMPASSION

sympathetic consciousness of others' distress together with a desire to alleviate it

Compass not only involves thought, but also includes actions.

What kind of actions can you do to to show compassion?

KINDNESS

A kind deed, sympathetic or helpful in nature

How can kindness, help you out? How can kindness be a witness to Christ?

Can you be kind and not have any actions?

Colossians 3:12-17

HUMILITY

The quality or state of being humble.

Humble: not proud or haughty; not arrogant or assertive.

Why is it hard to be humble in our world? How can you fight against that?

GENTLENESS

The quality or state of being gentle

Free from harshness, sternness, or violence

Is gentleness seen as a good trait today? What about for guys?

How do you keep yourself being gentle?

PATIENCE

The capacity, habit, or fact of being patient.

1. bearing pains or trials calmly or without complaint
2 : manifesting forbearance under provocation or strain
3 : not hasty or impetuous
4 : steadfast despite opposition, difficulty, or adversity
5 a : able or willing to bear

Do you think it’s harder to be patient today then it was during Jesus day?

How can you “show” patients?

LOVE

Strong affection for another arising out of kinship or personal ties.

Why is love so important? How can love been seen?

Read 1 John 3:16 and 1 Corinthians 13:1-3

Will you decide to wear the clothes of Christians or will you decide to be a horrid

site among all who see you and live your life as a Christian NAKED before all.


